means done

mobile nutshell

WE CAN
seamlessly turn your
ideas into a mobile
app that your users
will actually use… and
come back to… time
and time again. Our
goal is an outstanding
user experience – every
time. Let’s have some
fun together, and make
your ideas real!
Want to know exactly
what we can do?

CUSTOM AND PROTOTYPE
APPLICATIONS

MOBILE BANKING

WORLDWIDE
JOURNALISTIC APPS

HEALTHCARE

WEARABLES

MAPS & NAVIGATION

PROCESS
The path that ensures we’ll nail your app…

HIGH-LEVEL DESIGN
In-depth collaboration to understand
your exact needs, then devise and plan
your ideal solution.

STARTUP
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Graphic design | Wireframes | Usability
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TARGET PLATFORMS
iOS | Android
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ONGOING
PROJECT

Identifying the platforms you want to
target:

ARCHITECTURE
Defining the exact architecture and
core components to use and include:
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ENTIRE
SOLUTION

Technical design | Peer-to-peer |
Standalone client/server | Security |
Integration with cloud and/or legacy
systems | Scalability | Performance

CONSTRUCTION
The build, the testing, the tweaking;
making your app a reality:
Development | Support | Q/A | New features

DEPLOYMENT
Putting your great new app into the
market:
Stores | Enterprise environment

FAST
PROTOTYPING
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WE
DEVELOP
both simple and
complex apps, and
have done for many
years. We’re ready to
develop an amazing
app for you, today!

Squad
Squad was a socialmedia startup with the
aspiration to be the next
teen sensation. It’s app
allowed users to not only
chat and make group video
calls, but also to share their
device’s screen in real-time.
The concept and technology
was so good, the company
was bought by Twitter in
2020.

Squad
We developed the app for Squad,
which allowed its users to fire up
a video chat from their mobile with
up to nine people. But they were not
only limited to showing their face –
they could switch to sharing their
screen instead, at any time.
We developed the app from scratch,
in both iOS and Android native
applications to suit individual
ecosystems. They featured
contemporary UI, and put an
emphasis on outstanding user
experience.

Seismic
Seismic is a well-established
enterprise-marketing
startup based in NYC.
Thanks to their quality
services and solid platform
they quickly landed bigname customers like
Microsoft, Electronic Arts,
Mazda, Cisco, BP, UPS and
more.

Seismic
Building and delivering software as
a service for companies like these is
a serious task. But we still like to have a lot
of fun while developing apps, and our
business trips to NY certainly make these
projects exciting!
We have walked a long and successful
path together with our partners from
Seismic, assisting them to become
a leading Content Marketing Platform for
enterprises.
Hotovo is a development partner to
Seismic, helping with some of their web
services as well as being responsible for
the development of certain mobile apps.

Seismic
We design, develop and test native
Android and iOS applications, enabling
Seismic customers to post new marketing
content and manage their accounts on
the go. Apps are coded according to
the latest standards, such as reactive
programming and using the latest Apple
and Google technologies, always with
a strong focus on new trends. They
are thoroughly tested both manually
and by using unit, instrumentation and
screenshot tests.
Builds run automatically on Circle CI and
apps are distributed via Fastlane.

Citadele
Citadele Bank needed
additional development
resources in order to meet
their deadline for launching
the new version of their
mobile banking application.
So they asked Hotovo for
help.

Citadele
We were asked to help with the
material design of the Bank’s mobile
application, because of our extensive
expertise in this field.
During the project we assisted
in the implementation of various
new features related to caching,
payments handling and searching.
Among other improvements, our team
also analysed and improved the
build process by using continuous
refactoring.

Haulers’ navigation
This leading technology
company in Oklahoma –
a rapidly growing SaaS
company targeting
the massive industrialenergy supply chain and
transportation sectors –
partnered with Hotovo
when it needed to develop
a solution to a very specific
problem.

Haulers’ navigation
This company is creating an entirely new
category within one of the oldest, largest
and lowest-tech industries on earth.
It’s a company that provides software
solutions to energy end-users, specifically
targeting the water logistics market
in an effort to streamline and drive
environmental sustainability. Their
technology enables end users to transfer
waste water from wellsites to disposal
facilities in remote locations across many
oil basins.
However, to achieve this they face
a unique problem: the ability to give their
haulers’ the most precise instructions
on how to locate these wellsites, which
are often found in very remote locations
with many unknown obstacles along the
way. Common navigation software such
as Waze or Google Maps are simply no
match for such detailed off-road mapping
requirements.

Haulers’ navigation
Working alongside this leading
technology company in Oklahoma,
Hotovo has implemented a tailored hybrid
onroad/offroad navigation system which
can navigate haulers along public road
systems and onto unmapped dirt paths,
called lease roads, that lead to the
wellsites. Haulers’ can safely navigate to
the actual pickup location on the wellsite
by following this custom, crowd-sourced
navigation.
This advanced navigation system includes
features such as traffic information, lane
assistance, multiple map modes, (satellite
view or street view), rerouting capabilities
and banner and voice instruction modes.
In addition, Hotovo also developed
progressive social features to include
advanced reporting; helping drivers be
more aware of potential issues such as
police controls, damaged road conditions,
accidents and limitations with traffic on
proposed routes.

Haulers’ navigation
And all this wrapped into a seamless and
modern user experience!
With this solution, drivers can finally get
to their destinations with ease, no longer
losing time trying to blindly navigate the
vast backroads of America!

Akixi
Hotovo created a mobile
application for Akixi, our
UK-based client that
develops call-management
and call-analytics solutions.

Akixi
This project covered all aspects of the
software development lifecycle: from
technical workshops, developing
visual concepts using mock-up and
wireframe practices, and software
coding, all the way through to
acceptance testing and application
store deployment.
The first version of the Akixi
Wallboard application was previewed
at the BroadSoft Connections
conference, just two months after
the development process had begun,
with deployment into stores following
shortly after that. The application
was developed to be “native” for both
major platforms – iOS and Android.
Following the success of the project
and having built great relationships
across both teams, Akixi immediately
decided to continue their
engagement with Hotovo and we are
excited to be working with them on
other projects.

Clarity 4D
Our friends from Clarity
engaged Hotovo to create
their app, Clarity 4D, from
scratch.

Clarity 4D
Clarity 4D is a company that
creates personality profiles for their
customers based on the Jungian
psychology and the four elements:
Fire, Wind, Earth and Water.
The application creates these profiles
by using color to identify the four
basic personality types.
Hotovo developed an application
that runs on both iOS and Android
platforms. It features integrations
with social media networks, custom
animations and communicates with
proprietary APIs.

Protecht
Protecht.BowTie is an
application designed for risk
and safety professionals
that use the bowtie method
to assess risk events and
their associated causes,
impacts and controls.
Hotovo designed and
developed the entire app for
Protecht, from scratch.

Protecht
Protecht.BowTie allows its users to
quickly drag risk events, causes,
controls and impacts into a staging
area, or into the bowtie working area.
The algorithm automatically positions
the nodes in the shape of the bow
tie: cause nodes to the left of the
risk event, and impact nodes to the
right. Controls to mitigate likelihood
or impact can then be linked to these
nodes.
Predefined risk events, causes,
impacts and control nodes are all
customizable. Free-form connecting
lines for complex assessments are
also available. The results can be
exported as a proprietary BowTie file
compatible with the app, or common
formats PNG and PDF.
This is a highly successful app, and
a must-have for all risk professionals.

OUR
TEAM
is comprised of software
professionals with in-depth
experience of the mobile world
and beyond.
We develop systems for
a global client base, and
our projects include both
integration of various
information systems and new
service development.
We have a broad experience
that helps us bring
a valuable objective eye
to our client’s problems and
solutions.

OUR
TEAM
Our team members have
strong technological
backgrounds, previously
working for companies such
as Nokia and Skype.
When building our team,
we always – of course –
look for individuals with the
necessary experience and
professionalism… but we also
look for those who have the
character we know will be
a great fit with our own team,
as well as with our clients –
which is what makes us such
a great team to work with.

CONTACT
Pavol Madeja
Mobile stream lead
pavol.madeja@hotovo.com
+421 918 718 901
www.hotovo.com
follow us:

“We are the right
choice for your mobile
solution. Let’s start
making your ideas
a reality!”
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